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life. I have a 92 Acura Integra, a while ago I had a hard short in my tail light system and thus my
dash lights went out. I have re wired the tail lights to a 12v in the fuse box and an in line switch.
This was about 2 months ago and have been using a 3 led bike light at night to see how fast I
am going. I have grown sick of looking at the bright red lights and want to connect the wire from
my tail lights to the wire that turns on my dash lights, but my chilton manual is more than
confusing and I cannot find anything on the internet that helps at all. The switch that turns on
the headlights and dash lights works just fine, my headlights come on when I turn the switch. I
have it all figured out except whicg wire to splice so I can add the 12v from the switch. Trending
News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying
surge. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. Official on Woods: He's 'very
fortunate' to be alive. State tax changes could mean bigger refunds for some. Britney Spears
defended by former child star. Samsung's Galaxy Watch 3 down to all-time-low price. Obama,
Mickelson wish Tiger well after crash. Any help is greatly appreciated, and thanks in advance.
Update: The switch that turns on the headlights and dash lights works just fine, my headlights
come on when I turn the switch. If anyone knows where I can find a readable wiring diagram,
please post a url here. Answer Save. Try replacing the switch that turns on your headlights, may
have shorted it out. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. I have a 92 integra. I
am looking everywhere for the red and clear taillights I have searched and searched ebay, and
can never find them OR, the jdm 1 piece headlights.. I am having the SAME problem with them
as well I dont like the altezza taillights. There are stock, but different than the ones I have. They
are stock for japan.. I am already on a forum Your best bet would be to google "acura forum",
pick one, join and do some asking there. Just type g2ic in google. They had the clear, halo, and
black. Also type 92 integra taillights, there were 23 items for that. I just checked myself.
Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. FOMO trend is fueling a
homebuying surge. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. Official on Woods:
He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. State tax changes could mean bigger refunds for some. Britney
Spears defended by former child star. Samsung's Galaxy Watch 3 down to all-time-low price.
Obama, Mickelson wish Tiger well after crash. Update: I dont like the altezza taillights. Answer
Save. You need to look for Altezza tail lights. How do you think about the answers? You can
sign in to vote the answer. Azn Street Racer Lv 5. Source s : integra owner team-integra. Still
have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Forums New posts Search forums. What's
new New posts New profile posts Latest activity. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Diy jdm DC tail lights. Hey guys, Tried this today
and it worked out perfectly I'm very happy with the results, especially since the cost of jdm tail
lights are expensive and will only go up, and this cost me zero dollars, since i had all the tools
and material already, which is also awesome. That's why tail lights look darker, tail lights, usdm
or jdm have all silver housings, the openings and trim area. But the lens on the tail lights are the
exact same as the jdm , the only difference is the housing between the 2. Required items:
integra tail lights -Oven big enough to house one tail light -large flat screwdriver -silver engine
block paint or any silver paint, but I chose one that can handle heat, to withstand the heat from
the halogen bulbs -masking tape -gloves -clear automotive silicone or any silicone you choose.
First remove all the wiring from the tail lights, so you are left with a bare tail light. Also it's
probably a good idea to clean the lights before putting them in your oven. Put on some gloves, I

used some winter gloves that were thick enough to insulate my hands from the heat but thin
enough that I could still work. Remove tail light, and with large screwdriver and thin cloth place
screwdriver into the wedge where the tail light lens meets the housing, and twist the
screwdriver to get the 2 pieces to start separating, I started at the reverse signal end, I noticed
that at least on my tail lights that they were already separated at that end by a small bit so it was
easier to get separation there. Once you have some separation you should be able to pull the 2
pieces apart with your hands, that's what I did. Repeat procedure for second tail light. Once you
have 4 separate pieces, give them a good cleaning to get the built up dirt in all the corners out.
Mask off outside edges of tail light housing. Spray tail light housing with silver paint, that
should be straight forward enough. Once paint has fully dried, take one matching housing and
lens and place them in the oven for 5 minutes, be careful that the lens doesn't rest on any of the
painted surfaces or it will take the paint off with it. After 5 minutes, remove tail light while
wearing gloves and apply bead of silicone around the gap on the housing where the original
glue still is. Carefully press together the lens and the housing, making sure to line up the tabs
on the lens and housing, and press together. Lay the tail light face down on a soft surface,
Place a object with some weight on the back side of tail light, if you have clamps then clamp
them together. Let sit for at least one hour. That's it, when finished you should have tail lights
that look identical to the jdm version, but cost you a fraction of the jdm ones. I included a pic
showing the differences in tail lights for dcs to show the guys that aren't fully informed on the
small differences between the lights. Ganyon Active Member. Looks good man. It's a subtle
difference but a difference nonetheless. When it comes to vehicles I believe doing all the Lil
things is what makes a project car nice, all the small things combined make for a nice vehicle.
Looks good, but you still have the corner light that the jdm ones don't have. How much are JDM
98 tails these days? Did u mean side marker? I realize the front end is completely different than
a jdm integra, I had jdm side markers from my old jdm front end and I used them on my itr, I did
that for 2 reasons. I like side markers, and they are very functional, that Lil flash on the side of
the car is very helpful, especially with the horrible drivers in my city. I'm going to pick up some
ukdm clear corners and clear side markers today so I can switch up the look when I'm bored. I
meant what I said. The corner lights on USDM tails. The JDM tails don't have the corner bulb. US
tails have 4 bulbs. Theres nothing past the turn signals on jdm tails. The importer by me sells
them for wayyy less. Ohh OK I see what u mean. I didn't realize they didn't have the bulb in the
corner of the tail light, I thought jdm tail lights didn't have the reflector in the corners but did
have a bulb. Regardless, I would rather have the corner bulb, people can't drive for shit and the
more visible the better the better I feel. Jdm parts are usually allot cheaper if you have an
importer in your city, in Winnipeg there is nobody unfortunately so I look for stuff online. I
guess I could just leave the bulbs in the corners out, but I like having them there. I think if I
would have bit the bullet and bought Jdm tails I would have been disappointed with the lack of
bulbs, so what I did is probably the best for my taste. Last edited: May 17, I was just thinking, if
someone really wanted to get the same look as the jdm tail lights the reflector that's attached to
the inside of the lens should be removable, and the bulb can always be left out. I didn't say it
was better to have it removed. Just stating that there are other differences. This write up is
good. I personally never knew it was just the bezel colors that made the red darker in some
areas. Nice work. But the thing I don't understand is how does painting the 3 holes for the lights
effect the outside of the lens where the light isn't shining threw? PeteTheCarFreak said:. You
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Dorman Tail Light Bulb. Hella Tail Light Bulb. Philips Tail Light Bulb. Features: CrystalVision
ultra miniature lamps deliver a bright white light that makes your vehicle stand out. These
miniature bulbs are ideal to add style to your signaling lighting. Features: Philips LongerLife
bulbs are for drivers who want the best value for their money. Features: Philips Standard range
offers an excellent value for every application. Features: Philips Ultinon LED exterior signaling
lights let you add performance and style to your ride. Upgrade your exterior lighting with a more
intense red for stop lights, a more vibrant amber for turn signals, and brighter white light for
backup and position lights. Flosser Tail Light Bulb. Product List Price:. Shipping Options:
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Vehicle Body Acura Integra. Catalog: N. Catalog: A. Q: Do I need to cut and splice wires to
install your tail lights? All of the lights that we sell come complete with the factory harness that
just plugs into your vehicle. A : It is as easy as replacing your factory lights. On most vehicles
you just open the trunk move the trunk liner to the side and see the screws that hold the lights
in. After removing the screws you unplug the light harness and reverse your steps to install. A :
This is a tough question to answer but we recommend that if you have a dark color car you can
use smoked or black tail lights. If you have a light color car or truck the clear lens or red lens
looks good. Looking for More? Select your Year. Company Information. Industry Affiliations.
Follow SlickCar On Contact Us Fast Response Guaranteed! Filter by Vehicle Year. Show off the
tail of your thru Acura Integra with some new aftermarket tail lights from Slickcar. With all of the
slick colors like black, chrome and clear, whichever you choose, your Acura Integra will be
spicing up the streets. Just pick and click on our easy to navigate system. Make sure to select
the year and model of the vehicle as well. Top Brands:. Select Your Year. Change Vehicle.
Please Select Acura Integra Euro Tail Lights. Tail Lights Fit Tail Lights fit Acura Integra. Tail
Lights fit Acura Integra 2 Door. Tail Lights Fit Acura Integra. Your question might be answered
by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you
are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Tail lights are a necessity to
anyone wanting to add that custom look to their car or truck. Tail lights are perfect for replacing
any broken or faded factory tail lights, and give your car or truck an awesome new appearance.
Tail lights are affordable, easy to install, and replace the entire tail light housing, however most
maintain the factory bulbs and harnesses. Tail lights allow you to inexpensively change the look
of your car or truck with a quick easy install. Spyder Auto has been serving the automotive
industry for over a decade while providing quality parts with extraordinary customer service.
What makes Spyder Auto unique is our penchant for not only designing a high-quality exterior
appearance but our internal pieces are hand-crafted with the finest precision. Our vast catalog
offers something for every automotive enthusiast: CCFL Projector headlights, LED tail lights,
and Euro Style Tail lights are just the tip of the iceberg when beginning to describe our eclectic
collection. Spyder Auto's Euro style tail lights are a great upgrade both aesthetically and
functionally over your stock tail lights. The addition of bigger reflector housings and a one of a
kind style combine to give the consumer added visibility while braking and a unique look that
will catch the eyes of both casual and hardcore car enthusiasts. This is a direct plug and play
installation, no modification required. These tail lights use your vehicles stock bulbs. Euro style
tail lights have been around for quite some time now. They are still popular due to the larger
reflectors and usage of original factory bulbs. Spyder Auto Euro tail lights are designed to look
clean, clear, and concise. They typically come with super clear lens or covers. These are direct
replacment units which will give your vehicle the finishing touch. LED has been the technology
that everyone is seeking to buy to update their vehicles. Manufacturers are incorporating the
use of LED technology on their newest vehicles. Spyder Auto offers high quality, well-made,
aftermarket LED tail lights that totally changes your vehicles appearance. For some
applications, we also offer tail lights that look almost like the original sets as well. Newest style
of tail lights offered, these Spyder Auto tail lights are sure to make your vehicle be seen. Made
using the same Philips Lumiled used on our other LED tail lights, these light bars glow
magnificently. The light bars diffuse and spread the LED lighting almost completely smooth.
These tail lights will definitely give your vehicle the updated look you've been searching for. The
installation guides are intended for guidance and instructional purposes only. Spyder Auto is
not liable for damage, injury or death incurred while installing the product. We cannot be held
liable for improper installation. If you are unsure how to install your product or cannot install it
yourself, please seek an automotive professional for installation. Further, improper use could
result in death, serious bodily injury or property damage. For these reasons, the enclosed
product is not approved nor warranted for use on roads or highways. Spyder auto makes no
warranties or representations, express or implied, about compliance with any federal or state
laws or regulations governing the appearance or brightness of the enclosed product. Use at
your own risk. Spyder auto is not responsible for loss or injury caused by the improper use of
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light reflectors. We offer a variety of aftermarket tail lights. The three main categories are:. Euro
Tail Lights Euro style tail lights have been around for quite some time now. Light Bar Tail Lights
Newest style of tail lights offered, these Spyder Auto tail lights are sure to make your vehicle be
seen. We offer a variety of different styles. Euro Style some applications have more than one
version LED adds a modern and updated appearance to most vehicles. Smoked lights are also
available. Showroom or off-road use only. Two tone red and clear is a natural yet enhanced
OEM type finish Black housing lights definitely stand from the crowd. Description: Huge
reflectors that cannot be missed behind the crystal clear see-through lens. Aggressive styling
snaps into sight. Crisp and clear, showing all the assets. Hidden talents, shining brilliantly when
used. Normal looking, blending all the goodies into the package. Blending in at first, upon
second glance, all the qualities are noticed. Disclaimer: The installation guides are intended for
guidance and instructional purposes only. Before installation, review related guides and videos.
Professional installation recommended. Smoked Lights: Showroom and off-road use only. Not
'Street Legal' If you do not accept these terms, do not open. Return the unopened product to
your authorized spyder auto reseller for a full refund. See questions and answers. Customer
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Purchase. One person found this helpful. The lights look nice , too bad they don't fit properly
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scratches that could of been avoided before shipping. Report abuse. There's a problem loading
this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime.
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right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. They look great! The color clash is beautiful
on silver! Great buy! The only reason I gave four stars is because they don't completely seal but
it could've been my fault. I may not have gotten the bolts tight enough. Huge annoyance! Not
the sellers fault. I took them off and put the factory lights back on until I got it passed. After the
inspection was done I put them back on and spared no time making sure everything was
tightened down. It's snowed and rained and I've taken it through a car wash and they didn't leak.
I just didn't tighten them down completely. My only recommendation would be to keep your
OEM lights for safety inspection. In Utah, at least, a car won't pass with "tinted tail lights. By
Kevin B. Orton on July 13, Images in this review. They are the blacked out look you are going
for and the brake lights shine through really well so no worries about people not knowing if
you're breaking like if you spray painted or wrapped it. Fit really well into my 96' Integra even
though it was rear ended and malformed. Word of wisdom, If your car has seen better days like
mine, maybe look into a new light harness as well, the lights line up with this product really well
make sure you put the foam in the right way but my wires have gone bad over the years and i
had troubles getting all my lights working. These lights look amazing though, almost make up
for how ugly my back bumper is from the collision. One person found this helpful. Perfect fit,
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fit perfectly on my 94 Integra GSR be sure to tighten all the bolts or they will stick out.
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